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Introduction
One of the most important problems on rule induction methods is that they cannot extract rules, which plausibly represent experts' decision processes [8] .
Most rule induction methods induce probabihstic rules, the description length of which is too short, compared with the experts' rules. For example, rule induction methods, including AQ1513] and PRIMEROSE [7] , induce the following common rule for muscle contraction headache from databases on differential diagnosis of headache [8] : In this paper, the characteristics of experts' rules are closely examined and a new approach to extract plausible rules is introduced, which consists of the following three procedures. First, the characterization of each decision attribute (a given class), a list of attribute-value pairs the supporting set of which covers all the samples of the class, is extracted from databases and the classes are classified into several groups with respect to the characterization. Then, two kinds of subrules, rules discriminating between each group and rules classifying each class in the group are induced. Finally, those two parts are integrated into one rule for each decision attribute. The proposed method is evaluated on medical databases, the experimental results of which show that induced rules correctly represent experts' decision processes. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we make a brief description about rough set theory and the definition of probabilistic rules based on this theory. Section 3 discusses interpretation of medical experts' rules. Then, Section 4 presents an induction algorithm for incremental learning. Section 5 gives experimental results. Section 6 discusses the problems of our work and related work, and finally, Section 7 concludes our paper.
2
Rough Set Theory and Probabilistic Rules
Rough Set Theory
Rough set theory clarifies set-theoretic characteristics of the classes over combinatorial patterns of the attributes, which are precisely discussed by Pawlak [4, 9] . This theory can be used to acquire some sets of attributes for classification and can also evaluate how precisely the attributes of database are able to classify data. Let us illustrate the main concepts of rough sets which are needed for our formulation. Table 1 is a small example of database which collects the patients who complained of headache. First, let us consider how an attribute "loc ' classify the headache patients' set of the table. The set whose value of the attribute "loc" is equal to "who" is (2,4,5,6}, which shows that the second, fourth, fifth and sixth case (In the following, the numbers in a set are used to represent each record number). This set means that we cannot classify (2, 4, 5, 6) further solely by using the constraint R = [loc ----who] . This set is defined as the indiscernible set over the relation R and described as follows: [x]2 = (2, 4, 5, 6}. In this set, {2,5) suffer from muscle contraction headache("m.c.h.'), {4) from classical migraine("migraine"), and {6) from psycho( "psycho" ). Hence we need other additional attributes to discriminate between "m.c.h.', "migraine", and "psycho". Using this concept, we can evaluate the classification power of each attribute. For example, "nat=thr" is specific to the case of classic migraine ("migraine"). We can also extend this indiscernible relation to multivariate cases, such 2, 4, 5, 6) , where A and V denote "and" and "or" respectively. In the framework of rough set theory, For flLrther information on rough set theory, readers could refer to [4, 9, 10].
Probabilistic Rules
The simplest probabilistic model is that which only uses classification rules which have high accuracy and high coverage. This model is applicable when rules of high accuracy can be derived. Such rules can be defined as:
where ga and ~ denote given thresholds for accuracy and coverage, respectively. For the above example shown in Table 1 , probabilistic rules for m.c.h, are given as follows:
where ~a and ~ are set to 0.75 and 0.5, respectively. It is notable that this rule is a kind of probabilistic proposition with two statistical measures, which is one kind of an extension of Ziarko's variable precision model(VPRS) [10] The differences between these two rules are attribute-value pairs, from tenderness of B1 to C4. Thus, these two rules can be simplified into the following form:
al~ZA2gc-,A3 ~ muscle contraction headache algZA2&A3 --* disease of cervical spine 1 In VPRS model, the two kinds of precision of accuracy is given, and the probabilistic proposition with accuracy and two precision conserves the characteristics of the ordinary proposition. Thus, our model is to introduce the probabilistic proposition not only with accuracy, but also with coverage.
The first two terms and the third one represent different reasoning. The first and second term al and A2 are used to differentiate muscle contraction headache and disease of cervical spine from other diseases. The third term A3 are used to make a differential diagnosis between these two diseases. Thus, medical experts firstly selects several diagnostic candidates, which are very similar to each other, from many diseases and then make a final diagnosis from those candidates.
In the next section, a new approach for inducing the above rules is introduced.
Rule Induction
Rule induction consists of the following three procedures. First, the characterization of each decision attribute (a given class), a list of attribute-value pairs the supporting set of which covers all the samples of the class, is extracted from databases and the classes are classified into several groups with respect to the characterization. Then, two kinds of sub-rules, rules discriminating between each group and rules classifying each class in the group are induced. Finally, those two parts are integrated into one rule for each decision attribute.
An Algorithm for Rule Induction
An algorithm for rule induction is given as follows. 
Induce classification rules Rp for each P in T(P).

Induce classification rules Rd for each D in T(D~).
Integrate Rp and Rd into a rule R(D).
Induction of Classification Rules
For induction of classification rules, the algorithm introduced in PRIMEROSE [7] is applied, which is shown in Fig. 1 .
Integration of Rules
An algorithm for integration is given as follows.
1. For each Di, repeat the following step. 2. Select one rule R ~ Di. 3. Search for a rule in D~, R' -~ di, the supporting set of which is a subset of that of R ~ Di. 4 . Integrate these two rules into one: R A R t ---di. 
Example
Let us illustrate how the introduced algorithm works by using a small database in Table 1 . For simplicity, the threshold 5a is set to 1.0, which means that only deterministic rules should be induced.
After the first and second step, the following three L(D~) will be obtained:
Thus, since a relation L(psycho) C L(m.c.h.) holds, a new decision attribute is D1 = {m.c.h.,psycho) and D2 = {migra}, and a partition P = {D1,D2) is obtained. From this partition, two decision tables will be generated, as shown in Table 2 and Table 3 in the fifth step.
In the sixth step, classification rules for D1 and D2 are induced from Table  2 . For example, the following rules are obtained for D1. [age ----50 -59] -~ D1 a = 1.0, ~ = 0.5, supported by {2,6}
In the seventh step, classification rules for m.c.h, and psycho are induced from Table 3 . For example, the following rules are obtained from m.c.h.. 
Experimental Results
The above rule induction algorithm is implemented in PRIMEROSE4 (Probabilistic Rule Induction Method based on Rough Sets Ver 4.0), 2 and is applied to databases on headache and cerebrovascular diseases (CVD), whose precise information is given in Table 4 .
This system is compared with PRIMEROSE [7] , C4.515], CN2 [1] and AQ15 with respect to the following points: length of rules, similarities between induced rules and expert's rules and performance of rules.
In this experiment, length is measured by the number of attribute-value pairs used in an induced rule and Jaccard's coefficient is adopted as a similarity measure, the definition of which is shown in the Appendix. Concerning the performance of rules, ten-fold cross-validation is applied to estimate classification accuracy. Table 5 shows the experimental results, which suggest that PRIMEROSFA outperforms the other four rule induction methods and induces rules very similar to medical experts' ones. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the characteristics of experts' rules are closely examined and a new approach to extract plausible rules is introduced. The proposed method is evaluated on medical databases, the experimental results of which show that induced rules correctly represent experts' decision processes. because it satisfies not only the low computational complexity, but also a good performance.
